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Intra-Forest Migration Steps Overview 

 

Most common scenarios that could require intra-forest migration are Exchange Server up-

gradation from an older version to the latest version or migration from a particular Exchange 

Server in the Forest to another. These are the suggested steps of doing intra-forest migration 

using LME: 

 

Step 1: Mailbox Data Migration 

 

Create Project and run Mailbox Migration Jobs to migrate data from source Exchange Server to 

target Exchange Server. In intra-forest migration, there can be two different scenarios:  

 

I. Same Domain (Single Exchange): To migrate data from one Mailbox to another in the 

same Exchange Server in the same Domain.  

II. Same Domain/Different Domain (Multiple Exchange): To migrate data from one 

Exchange Server to another in same or different Domain.  

Configure synchronization to maintain the coexistence of data between source and target 

environment. The Undo Migration option helps in case anything wrong has happened during 

the migration and the data needs to be re-migrated. 

 

Step 2: Rule Migration 

After data has been migrated, you can create and run Rule Migration job to migrate Outlook 

rules from source Exchange Server to destination Exchange Server.  

 

Step 3: Footprint Cleaner 

The Footprint Cleaner job is run to untag messages in source and target Exchange Server. If you 

want to decommission the old Exchange Server, or re-migrate data for any reason then you can 

run Footprint Cleaner Job to untag migrated items in source and target mailboxes. It is 

necessary to run Footprint cleaner job to switch database while doing intra-forest migration. 
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Step 4: Profile Manager 

If you want to update Outlook profiles of those mailboxes which have been migrated to target       

Exchange Server, create and run Profile Manager job. This is only required if you are using 

Outlook 2003 in your Exchange environment, for all other Outlook versions, Exchange Server 

itself updates the profile. 

 

Step 5: Decommission Old Exchange Server 

If you have migrated data to a new Exchange Server, you can stop the services of old exchange 

server and decommission it. You are now ready to use the new Exchange Server environment. 

If you want to roll back changes, you can create and run Undo migration job. Undo Migration 

Job will delete migrated mailboxes from the target Exchange Server and bring it back to pre-

migration state. It will also clean (untag) source Exchange Server and bring it back to pre-

migration state. 

 

Thus, you can perform Intra-Forest Exchange Migration using LepideMigrator for Exchange. 

 


